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To all whom it may concern..- ~ 
Be it known that I, JAMZES G. WILSON, a 

subject of the King of Great Britain, re 
siding at Larchmont, Westchester county, 
State of New York, have invented a cer 
tain new and useful Improvement in Auto 
matic Drops for Fire-Shutters, of which the 
following is a speci?cation. 
My invention relates to shutters made of 

?re resistant material and adapted to auto 
matically close over the opening that is to be 
protected whenever the temperature shall 
reach a predetermined maximum. 
My invention, while applicable to shut 

ters sliding “straight away”, is preferably 
used on rolling shutters. 
My invention has reference particularly 

to automatic shutters of the partially coun 
terbalanced type in which the shutter is in 
tended to be always either fully open or 
fully closed, but which requires only a rela 
tively small force to open from a closed 
position. 

It comprises certain special constructions 
and arrangements of parts as will more fully 
appear as the speci?cation proceeds. 
The object of my invention is to pro 

vide a means by which, in case of ?re, the 
shutter may be released and closed auto 
matically, positively and certainly without 
risk of failure, and without entailing dam~ 
age to structural and functional parts of the 
curtain. 
A further object is to enable the shutter 

to be quickly and easily reset in operative 
position without the aid of special tools and 
labor. > 

A still further object of my invention is to 
enable the shutter to be released (and to 
then close itself) at will at any time with 
out substantial e?ort. 

Still further objects of my invention will 
hereafter appear. v 

Referring to the drawings hereto an 
nexed, which form part of-this speci?cation, 
Figure 1 is a rear elevation of a coiled shut 
ter of the class described with my invention 
applied thereto, the shutter being broken 
and shortened through its middle and also 
broken away below to save room; Fig. 2 is 
a greatly enlarged view of part of the left 
hand side of Fig. 1, being drawn thus large 
to more perfectly bring out some of the es 
sential and operative details; and Fig. 3 is 
a detail partly in diagram, illustrating a 

modi?ed mode of releasing the shutter at 
will. 
' Brie?y, the embodiment of my invention 
1s as follows :_The shutter is arranged in 
any usual way to be nearly in balance, 2'. 6., 
‘so that it always tends to close itself but only 
with a comparatively small pressure, so 
small that it may easily be overcome and the 
shutter raised by lifting. In its open posi 
tion, the bottom bar of the shutter presses 
upon and is held up by spring retaining 
means able to resist the downward tendency 
of said shutter, and capable of being re 
leased by hand so as to permit the shut 
ter to drop and close. Other spring de 
vices are held in non-operative position 
by fusible link means. When such last 
named means is melted by reason of the 
predetermined temperature being reached, 
‘these latter named spring devices are set 
free and press downwardly upon the bot 
tom bar of the shutter with a force which 
added to the normal downward tendency of 
said shutter is suf?cient to overcome the ?rst 
named spring retaining means; the shutter 
will then drop and close its opening. To re 
set the shutter, it is only necessary to lift it 
with the small force required to make up 
the counterbalance until it passes above the 
?rst named‘ spring retaining means, the last 
named spring devices having ?rst been 
drawn to non-operative position and a new 
fusible link being placed to hold them in 
said position. . > 

In detail, A is a ‘metallic shutter of any 
usual construction; it is shown open and 

. coiled in a casing A’ over the opening to be 
protected. The arrangement of drum or 
drums upon which the shutter is coiled may 
be any of those usual and well known in the 
art in which springs of some kind may be 
set to exert a tendency to e?ect said coiling. 
By suitable adjustment, these springs may 
be set so that the downward pressure ex 
erted by the bottom bar B when in the posi 
tion shown (shutter open) will be any de 
sired amount; in the application of my in 
vention I prefer that this should be about 10 
pounds. , v H - . 

At each end of the bottom bar B is a bell 
crank locking lever C pivoted to the shutter 
frame at D. One arm a of this bell crank 
extends horizontally and has attached to it 
a freely hanging wire rope or chain E the 
other arm 6 being inclined slightly toward 
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the center of the shutter and provided with 
an inner, downwardly and centrally inclined 
face F and an upturned extension or tongue 
G; springs II suitably determined as to ten 
sion, press against said tongues G, main 
taining them against stops I. These springs 
II are given such dimensions and qualities 
as enable the two of them to just retain the 
shutter bar B in the position shown, against 
the downward pressure chosen. 
To release and close the shutter at any 

time, one need merely pull down upon one 
or the other of the chains, E; this will throw 
the duty of resisting the downward tend 
ency of the shutter upon one only of the 
bell cranks C, and this duty it will be un 
able to ful?l so that the upwardly extending 
arm Z) will be forced outwardly against the 
pressure of spring H and ‘the shutter will 
drop. 
The shutter being open as shown in the 

drawings, I apply my automatic release, to 
be effected by the predetermined dangerous 
rise of temperature as follows :~—At each side 
of the shutter and attached to the frame 
thereof, I place a pressure lever J extending 
inwardly so as to have its inner end directly 
over the shutter bar or an extension K at 
tached thereto. Each pressure lever J is 
free to move pivotally upon a central spin 
dle capped with a screw L, which holds the 
lever in position. This spindle is itself axi 
ally rotatable as to box M, being journaled 
therein at top and bottom. Fixed to the 
spindle and outside of the box is a toothed 
head M’ and within the box is a coil spring 
M2, the inner end of which is fastened to 
the spindle. The outer end of this spring is 
fastened at M3 to the peripheral casing of 
box M. Attached to the under side of lever 
J is a dog M4 pivoted to the lever at M5 so 
as to be capable of engaging the aforesaid 
head M’ as shown in Fig. 2. In the use of 
my invention I so arrange that the coil 
spring h 2 tends to exert a determined 
amount of downward pressure on lever J. I 
may adjust the magnitude of this pressure 
after the curtain is set by grasping the head 
M’ with any suitable device and rotating 
the same counter-clockwise, holding the said 
head at- any point while taking a new grasp 
thereof by moving the set screw L’ into one 
of the notches of the head. Or, before the 
curtain is set, I may determine the tension 
of the spring by using lever J to rotate the 
head M’ by use of the dog M5, using L’ as 
before to temporarily hold the head in any 
given position. This arrangement of spring 
and its relation to the lever is not set forth 
and claimed as part of my invention, being 
a device well known in the art. 
At the inner end of each lever J, I form 

a closed loop N bent upwardly and centrally, 
and through each loop I pass a short wire 
or chain 0 attached at one end to eyes P and 
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having, at the other end, common attach 
ment to a longer wire or chain which may be 
positioned above as at Q, or below as at Q’. 
If carried to the upper position, some system 
of supports with pulleys, rollers or the 
equivalent for changing direction of the 
chain as R must be established. In the cen 
ter of the chain Q or Q’, is placed a fusible 
link S. Should the wire be placed in its up 
per position as at Q then obviously the fus 
ing temperature determined upon would be 
lower than that chosen should the wire be in 
its lower position as at Q’, since the tempera 
ture always increases as the higher points in 
the room are approached. 
In case of ?re or a dangerous rise of tem 

perature the fusible link S is melted and 
the two short chains 0, O, are slacked thus 
allowing the springs in M to force the levers 
J downwardly against the plates K on the 
bottom bar of the shutter. This downward 
force added to the downward tendency of 
the shutter itself will over-power the bell 
cranks C and press the arms 6 outwardly 
thus releasing the shutter which will at once 
drop and close. The release and closure of 
the shutter by hand through pull on the 
chain E as previously described is conven~ 
ient not only in some cases where it is de 
sired to permanently close shutters for the 
night at the close of each day’s business, but 
also in cases of con?agrations of certain 
types where ?ying embers and brands are 
to be feared. In such latter named cases, 
particularly, burning masses of greater or 
less size are often hurled through windows 
into rooms which are thereby set ?re to al 
though the temperature at the fusible links 
of the protected shutter may not have risen 
appreciably or at all above normal. In such 
cases Where it can be foreseen, a method of 
closing all the curtains simultaneously on 
one side or more sides of the building may 
be desirable. Such a method is easily ap 
plied to my invention by substituting elec 
tro-magnetic means for the chain E. One 
method of accomplishing this is shown in 
Fig. 3, where the free arm of the bell crank 
lever C is shaped to constitute an armature 
a’, while suitably positioned to attract this 
armature when energized is an electromag 
net- T. Both armature and magnet should 
preferably be of one of the usual “long 
pull ” types. As many shutters as it may be 
thought best to include in any one group 
may have their magnet circuits arranged 
either in parallel from one source of current 
or they may be placed in series with said 
source according as conditions and prefer— 
ence may indicate. 
Many changes of detail may obviously be 

made without departing from my invention 
which is embodied in the following claims. 
What I claim is: 4 
1. In a fire resistant shutter of the type 
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described, means for engaging the shutter 
and holding it in open position, a pressure 
lever for engaging said shutter and forcing 
it out of engagement with the aforesaid 
means so as to permit said shutter to fall, 
and means for actuating said pressure lever. 

2. In a ?re resistant shutter of the class 
described, means for engaging the shutter 
and holding it in open position, and a spring 
actuated pressure lever arranged to function 
at a predetermined temperature and adapt 
ed to engage said shutter and force it out of 
engagement with the aforesaid means so as 
to permit said shutter to fall. 

3. In a ?re resistant shutter of the type 
described, means for latching said shutter 
in open position, a pressure lever function 
ing at a predetermined temperature adapted 
to unlatch and permit said shutter to fall, a 
spring for actuating said lever, and means 
for adjusting the tension of said spring, 
substantially as and for the purpose de 
scribed. 

4. In a ?re resistant shutter of the type 
described, a spring controlled latching lever 

8 

adapted to engage the body of the shutter in 
open position and a spring actuated pressure 
lever adapted to function at a predetermined 
temperature so as to force said shutter out 
of engagement with the latching lever and 
permit the shutter to fall, substantially as 
and for the purpose described. 

5. In a ?re resistant shutter of the type 
described, a latching lever adapted to engage 
the body of the shutter in open position, a 
pressure lever also adapted to engage the 
body of the shutter and further to force the 
shutter out of engagement with the latching 
lever, and means including a fusible link ar 
ranged to normally hold said pressure lever 
away from the shutter, substantially as and 
for the purpose described. 
In testimony whereof, I have hereunto set 

my hand in the presence of two subscribing 
witnesses. 

JAMES G. WILSON. 
Witnesses: 

ELMER Gr. WILLYOUNG, 
JOHN A. KEHLENBEGK. 

Copies of this patent may be obtained for ?ve cents each, by addressing the “Commissioner of Patents, 
Washington, D. G.” 
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